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Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words.

I had a __________, or weird, feeling. This place felt __________. I thought I

remembered seeing that __________stage setup before. On the stage sat a

large band, but instead of being in a semicircle, they were scattered all over,

with statues of band players in some seats instead of real players. Though it

was an odd setup, the beautiful statues gave it a feeling of __________. The

__________, who is the __________ of the band, moved his wand with

__________. I could see his movements from __________. The music was

__________ to any music I had heard before. All of a sudden, I woke up in

the dentist’s office, with gauze where my back __________ had been. “That

was easy, wasn’t it?” the dentist asked. “Yes, it didn’t hurt at all!” I said.

Word list: molar, familiar, peculiar, afar, director, vigor, conductor,
particular, superior, splendor
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Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words.

I had a peculiar, or weird, feeling. This place felt particular. I thought I

remembered seeing that familiar stage setup before. On the stage sat a large

band, but instead of being in a semicircle, they were scattered all over, with

statues of band players in some seats instead of real players. Though it was

an odd setup, the beautiful statues gave it a feeling of splendor. The

conductor, who is the director of the band, moved his wand with vigor. I could

see his movements from afar. The music was superior to any music I had

heard before. All of a sudden, I woke up in the dentist’s office, with gauze

where my back molar had been. “That was easy, wasn’t it?” the dentist

asked. “Yes, it didn’t hurt at all!” I said.

Word list: molar, familiar, peculiar, afar, director, vigor, conductor,
particular, superior, splendor
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